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Abstract Endothelial cell dysfunction as in Fuchs dys-

trophy or pseudophakic bullous keratopathy and the limited

regenerative capacity of human corneal endothelial cells

(HCECs) drive the need for corneal transplant. In response

to limited donor corneal availability, significant effort has

been directed toward cell therapy as an alternative to sur-

gery. Stimulation of endogenous progenitors or transplant

of stem cell-derived HCECs or in vitro-expanded, donor-

derived HCECs could replace traditional surgery with

regenerative therapy. Ex vivo expansion of HCECs is

technically challenging, and the basis for molecular iden-

tification of functional HCECs is not established. Delivery

of cells to the inner layer of the human cornea is another

challenge: different techniques, from simple injection to

artificial corneal scaffolds, are being investigated. Despite

remaining questions, corneal endothelial cell therapies,

translated to the clinic, represent the future for the treat-

ment of corneal endotheliopathies.
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Introduction

The Cornea: A Clear Window into the Eye

The cornea is a 0.5 mm thick at the center, 1-mm-thick

peripherally, transparent avascular tissue that, together

with the sclera, forms the outer portion of the eye. Together

with the tear film that covers its outer surface, the cornea is

responsible for two-thirds of the refractive capacity of the

eye. In contact with the external environment, the cornea

plays an important part in protecting deeper ocular struc-

tures against injury and infection [1]. Thus, an insult to any

of the components of the cornea may have an important

impact on vision.

The cornea is composed of three cellular layers sepa-

rated by two acellular membranes [2]. Each layer plays a

specific part in facilitating optimal light transmission. The

corneal epithelium represents the first defense against

environmental insults, and throughout life, corneal epithe-

lial cells are able to regenerate after injury. The interme-

diate stromal layer, mostly composed of extracellular

matrix, nerve fibers and keratocytes, represents 90 % of the

total corneal thickness and confers shape and structural

integrity to the cornea. The stroma is transparent, but this

depends on a balance of water and electrolyte content,

which are regulated by the innermost corneal endothelial

cell layer.

Corneal Endothelium: A Barrier to Maintain Corneal

Transparency

The corneal endothelium consists of a 4-lm-thick mono-

layer of polygonal cells (human corneal endothelial cells,

HCECs), separated from the stroma by the Descemet’s

membrane. These highly metabolic cells form a barrier in
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part via tight junctions and demonstrate simple diffusion,

facilitated diffusion and active transport mechanisms [3]

that together establish a dynamic balance allowing fluid

and nutrients to pass into the stroma, and drawing excess

fluid and waste products out via active ATP- and bicar-

bonate-dependent ion pumps [4–6]. As a result, the stromal

water content remains at a level that optimizes corneal

transparency.

To perform this essential function, a minimal HCEC

functional capacity is required, which depends on HCEC

quantity (or density) and quality. On average, the human

corneal endothelial layer has 3,000 cells/mm2. This number

varies throughout life, spanning from *4,000/mm2 in

newborns to *2,000/mm2 in older adults, with an average

decrease in central endothelial cell density of 0.5 %/year

[7, 8, 9•]. Decline in HCEC density can be further hastened

by trauma including surgery and in genetic endotheliopa-

thies. In response to minor damage or aging, HCECs are

able to stretch and migrate toward a de-cellularized area,

bridging gaps in the endothelial barrier. Only a very limited

number of HCECs, however, are able to proliferate in vivo.

Indeed, the vast majority of HCECs are arrested in the G1

phase of the cell cycle after week 5–6 of human gestation

[10, 11]. This may be explained by a relative lack of pro-

mitogenic factors, contact inhibition and the presence of

mitotic inhibitors such as TGF-b2 in the aqueous humor

[12–14•]. Together, these are thought to explain why

trauma, disease or other injury leading to corneal endo-

thelial damage is potentially irreversible.

When Things Go Wrong: Corneal Endotheliopathies,

Current Treatments and Limitations

Corneal blindness is the fourth leading cause of blindness

worldwide [15]. A subset of corneal blindness is the con-

sequence of significant, irreversible HCEC loss. Of these,

the two most common causes are trauma, most frequently

related to eye surgery [16, 17], and genetic disorders such

as Fuchs dystrophy [18, 19]. Fuchs dystrophy is a late-

onset, slowly progressive, bilateral genetic disorder char-

acterized by abnormal corneal endothelial cells, the pre-

sence of guttae and corneal thickening. As the pathology

progresses, the guttae become confluent, the endothelium

loses its barrier function and the cornea becomes edema-

tous and opaque, leading to vision loss [20, 21].

Currently, the only treatment available for HCEC insuf-

ficiency is corneal transplant, replacing either all the corneal

layers (penetrating keratoplasty) or just the endothelial side

of the cornea [22]. This latter option better preserves the

structural integrity of the cornea. To replace the corneal

endothelial layer, posterior lamellar corneal transplant is the

preferred technique, with two main variants: Descemet’s

stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK) and

Descemet’s membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK).

The surgery consists in stripping the damaged endothelial

layer and Descemet’s membrane and inserting the donor

graft, composed of Descemet’s membrane and endothelium

with (DSAEK) or without (DMEK) a thin layer of adjacent

stroma. Both methods preserve the patient’s superficial

corneal layers, thus avoiding surface irregularities and

suture-related complications; however, long-term outcomes

are mixed [23].

Another clinically available method for corneal

replacement is the keratoprosthesis or artificial corneal

transplant. This is commonly reserved for high-risk

patients with multiple graft failures. Keratoprostheses

suffer from multiple postoperative complications such as

inflammation, corneal melt and interface problems, and

glaucoma development, and imposes rigorous, life-long

postoperative care [24].

All of the above-described surgical treatments are

complicated and require highly trained specialists with

well-developed surgical infrastructure. Despite using only

donor tissue that matches very strict criteria [25], outcomes

are weakened by complications including immune rejec-

tion [26, 27]. Moreover, access to treatment is limited by

cost and by scarcity of donor tissue, problems that will be

exacerbated by the aging of the general population and

concomitant increase in patient need. These limitations of

cornea transplant surgery make the investigation for new

treatment methods a pressing challenge for ophthalmology

research.

Boosting Endogenous HCEC Proliferation and/

or Function: Topical Therapies

One approach to treat corneal endotheliopathies is to take

advantage of the remaining cells, using a topical therapy

that would decrease endothelial cell loss and/or increase

the ability of the remaining endothelial cells to migrate,

adhere, proliferate and/or perform their ‘‘pump’’ functions

more effectively. Such a therapy could delay need for

surgery and thereby make surgical intervention a last resort

treatment. Studies have reported pro-growth effects of

different topically delivered growth factors on HCECs

in vitro [28] and in vivo [29]. None of these approaches,

however, have yet been translated to the clinic, although

experience through short case series and early-phase test-

ing is beginning to move human testing forward. For

example, one of the more exciting candidates is the class of

inhibitors of Rho-kinase (also called ROCK inhibitors).

The proliferative potential of HCECs in vitro and in vivo

was studied using the Rho-kinase inhibitor Y-27632,

administered in the form of eye drops in rabbit and primate

corneal injury models [30, 31], and in a subsequent Phase I,
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human clinical study [32•]. Results suggested that topical

ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 slowed the progression of

endothelial cell degeneration and led to restoration of

normal endothelial cell counts after endothelial injury

in vivo. Indeed, the exact mechanism(s) by which ROCK

inhibition increases HCEC proliferation is unknown. One

set of data implicated activation of PI-3 kinase, with sub-

sequent p-27 pathway downregulation [33], but these data

raise concern for potentially pro-fibroblastic effects of

ROCK, given that PI-3 kinase activation has been linked to

endothelial–mesenchymal transition (EnMT) (discussed

further below) [34]. Moreover, other data show no effect of

ROCK inhibition on HCEC proliferation, both in vitro and

ex vivo [35]. In humans, the response to ROCK treatment,

as shown in one small patient cohort study, showed vari-

ability and of course with smaller numbers was not con-

clusive [32•]. Certainly long-term studies will be hotly

anticipated, as there is no information yet about the safety

and long-term efficacy of these topically applied molecules

for corneal disease.

Cell Replacement Therapies to Treat Corneal

Endothelium

In parallel, curative approaches are being developed that

seek to supplement the depopulated endothelial cell layer

by new, functionally competent cells. There are three

potential sources of HCECs for the treatment of corneal

edema: corneal endothelial progenitors, stem cell-derived

CECs and allogeneic, terminally differentiated HCECs

purified and expanded in vitro from a cadaveric donor

cornea. Here, we will review these sources and discuss

their potential use in regenerative medicine.

Corneal Endothelial Progenitors and Stem Cell-Derived

CECs

Stem cell therapies have been extensively pursued for

multiple organs and tissues throughout the human body,

including for the corneal epithelium and the retina, how-

ever, corneal endothelial therapies based on stem cells have

been, until recently, less well studied. Given the potential

immune rejection problems and the tedious and uncertain

process of HCEC culture (discussed below), stem cells

would present a major set of potential advantages in pre-

venting immune rejection and avoiding limitations of

corneal graft tissues or corneal endothelial cell availability.

Generally speaking, stem cells are characterized by their

source and their capacity for proliferation and differentia-

tion. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs), derived from embryo-

logical tissues and broadly thought to be unlimited in their

capacity for self-renewal and pluripotency, have multiple

advantages and have been extensively exploited in

research. However, they retain a potential risk of tumori-

genicity and immune rejection. Also, the origin of

embryonic stem cells derived from embryologic tissue

raises ethical questions concerning their use in human

therapy, and this concern has hindered their study as a

potential therapeutic tool.

These latter concerns are lessened with induced plurip-

otent stem cells (iPSCs), which are stem cells derived

directly from adult tissues and genetically reprogrammed

to induce pluripotency [36, 37]. These cells represent an

unlimited supply of autologous cells, bypassing the prob-

lem of immune rejection. However, retroviral or lentiviral

vectors used for iPSC engineering [38•] represent a major

safety concern, with potential deleterious effects possibly

leading to oncogenesis [39–43•]. Moreover, some studies

have shown that iPSCs retain the epigenetic memory of

their tissue of origin [44•]. This phenomenon leads to

questions regarding the degree of pluripotency and raises

concerns about the differentiation efficiency of such cells

when used in regenerative therapies. Thus, despite the great

potential that resides in the use of iPSCs in research and in

clinics, many questions need to be resolved. Thus, both

embryonic stem cells and iPSCs, while still a critical topic

in research, are undergoing further laboratory testing to

transition from bench to bedside.

Adult stem cells, also called progenitor cells, are found

in small niches in different adult tissues such as the bone

marrow [45], adipose tissue [46], heart [47], muscle [48],

retina [49], corneal limbus [50, 51] and trabecular mesh-

work [52]. In contrast to ESCs or iPSCs, progenitor cells

are not pluripotent but retain a high degree of plasticity,

and their autologous nature renders them ideal for small-

scale regenerative medicine applications [53–55]. Such

applications mainly seek to replace depleted cells from a

tissue using progenitor cells from the same tissue, organ or

system, thus minimizing tumorigenic risks and immune

reaction rejections. However, many difficulties persist, and

each step of the isolation, expansion, survival and inte-

gration of the progenitor stem cells is a challenge, which

may explain their limited use thus far.

In the eye, different niches of progenitor cells have been

discovered and studied [51, 56•], with a particular emphasis

on retinal progenitor cells [57, 58] and corneal limbal

epithelial progenitor cells, used for the regeneration of the

corneal epithelium [50, 59–62]. Corneal endothelial pre-

cursor cells have, until recently, evaded study. Located in a

small niche in Schwalbe’s ring, the peripheral region

between the cornea and the anterior portion of the trabec-

ular meshwork, these cells have been first observed in a

monkey model in the early 1980s [63]. Morphologically,

these cells do not resemble trabecular meshwork or corneal

endothelial cells and present stem cell morphological
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features, such as small cell size and high nucleus-to-cyto-

plasm ratio. Hypothesized to differentiate either into cor-

neal endothelial cells or trabecular meshwork cells, or

potentially both, these cells have received an increasing

amount of attention in the past decade, bringing out the

idea that the corneal endothelium does possess a limited

resource of peripherally localized pluripotent cells, con-

ferring a regenerative ability to the endothelial layer under

specific circumstances [64, 65]. This observation has been

supported by other studies, suggesting that corneal endo-

thelial cells derived from the periphery of the cornea are

more numerous and demonstrate better survival than cen-

trally located cells [66–68]. Moreover, stem cell markers

such as Oct3/4, Wnt, Pax6 and Sox2, together with telo-

merase activity, have been detected and showed increased

expression upon endothelial injury [69, 70]. Recently,

several studies have, with some success, isolated and

propagated animal and human endothelial progenitor cells,

using a stem cell isolation sphere culture assay [71–73]. A

young cell population was recently isolated using the same

assay, hinting at the presence of dividing cells in the human

corneal endothelium [74•]. These precursor cells have been

successfully used in several animal studies to treat endo-

thelial dysfunction, either by direct cell therapy [72, 75] or

as part of a corneal endothelial scaffold [76].

Multilayered cell clusters have also been observed at the

periphery of the cornea and are morphologically different

from the surrounding HCECs [56•]. They express higher

levels of stem cell markers such as Nestin and Telomerase

and less of the differentiation markers ZO-1 and Na?/K?

ATPase by immunostaining [56•]. Although other studies

did not observe any difference between peripheral and

central HCEC proliferation rates in vitro [77], this study

supported the presence of peripheral niches of stem-like

cells, which could be a potential starting point for thera-

peutic approaches for corneal and vision restoration.

The use of progenitor cells, as a cell therapy or to coat

artificial graft materials, has great potential, for example,

minimizing risks of rejection if derived from each patient.

However, given the very specific microenvironment these

cells need to thrive and proliferate, and their very small

initial numbers, in vitro expansion and in vivo human

applicability remain important areas of future study. As an

alternative, use of progenitor cells from extraocular origins

is being explored—specifically, cells found in the bone

marrow and adipose tissue. Recently, a number of groups

have attempted to restore corneal transparency in animal

models of corneal edema using umbilical cord blood and

amniotic fluid [78, 79] and bone marrow stem cells [80],

suggesting that extraocular adult stem cells could be

applied to the treatment of corneal disorders. While

methods to transdifferentiate stem cells into HCECs are

being studied [81, 82•, 83, 84], little is known about the

function and tumorigenic potential of these HCEC-like

cells.

Purified HCECs from Donor Corneas

A more direct approach to overcome the shortage of donor

corneas and the cumbersome transdifferentiation of other

cells into HCECs is to directly inject HCECs obtained from

a donor cornea into the anterior chamber. This idea

requires HCECs to overcome their in vivo G1 mitotic arrest

and proliferate in vitro, which has been demonstrated by a

number of independent groups [68, 85]. A number of iso-

lation methods and culture techniques have been described

[10, 86, 87, 88, 89•]. Briefly, these techniques rely on the

isolation and digestion of the Descemet’s membrane from a

donor cornea, yielding clusters of HCECs that are then

placed in culture. Separation of the cells from the mem-

brane is an essential step to achieve good monolayer for-

mation in vitro, and different ways of corneal endothelial

tissue dissociation have been described, using either

enzymes such as dispase, trypsin or collagenase that

degrade the extracellular matrices and loosen intercellular

junctions [88•, 90, 91•], or fine dissection methods com-

bined with non-enzymatic reagents such as ethylenedia-

mine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) to dissociate the cells [68,

92, 93]. A two-step peel-and-digest procedure developed in

2004 may be the most used approach in current practice

[87]. Non-enzymatic techniques yield a reasonable number

of cells per cornea with less cell damage, but are prone to

contamination by stromal keratocytes. Different media,

enriched in serum, antibiotics and growth factors, as well

as multiple different substrates have been tested for their

ability to promote the survival and expansion of HCECs

[77, 87, 88•, 94–98].

Nevertheless, HCECs are difficult to culture, and

although current in vitro cell expansion techniques,

including ones used by our laboratory [99], yield high

counts of HCECs, in culture, they can be passaged only a

limited number of times before senescence or, more fre-

quently, fibroblastic conversion known as EnMT becomes

evident [85, 88•]. Morphologically, during EnMT, cells

become elongated, form cytoplasmic projections and

appear disorganized with variable sizes and shapes (Fig. 1),

leading to the disruption of the cellular monolayer, loss of

cell–cell contact inhibition, as well as changes in the

extracellular matrix composition and ultimately loss of

function. The molecular basis for this phenomenon is not

clearly understood. A recent study using rat corneal

endothelial cells implicated the involvement of the Notch

pathway and successfully used the Notch inhibitor N-[N-

(3,5-difluorophenacetyl)-L-alanyl]-S-phenylglycine t butyl

ester (DAPT) to inhibit EnMT [100]. Other molecular

pathways, involving TGF-b, PI-3 kinase and fibroblast
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growth factor 2 (FGF2), are thought to participate in EnMT

[34, 101, 102•, 103, 104]; the trigger that activates these

pathways remains, however, a mystery, and no definitive

method to prevent EnMT in HCECs currently exists.

Overall, current criteria for identifying and methods for

transplanting functional HCECs remain important investi-

gative goals, and more work needs to be done in order to

develop a solid basis for identifying functional cells for

successful human corneal endothelial cell therapy.

Besides optimal isolation and culture techniques, opti-

mal HCEC cultures also depend on the initial quality of the

donor cornea and the donor tissue preservation. Advanced

donor age results in decreased endothelial cell count and

viability [87]. Other factors such as the cause of death, the

general medical history and the medication taken by the

donor affect initial endothelial cell density and thus impact

culture success [29, 77, 87, 102•]. Recently, in a group of

64 patients, Parekh et al. demonstrated that, although not

immediately affecting endothelial cell count of the donor

corneas, an extended time between death and preservation

of the donor tissue has a significant impact on endothelial

cell survival after transplantation. Despite these restric-

tions, however, corneas deemed unsuitable for transplant

that are redirected toward corneal endothelial cell therapy

research yield perfectly adequate cultures, an encouraging

observation for the potential of cell therapy, both from

increasing the therapeutic benefit derived from a single

cornea toward more than one recipient, and from increasing

the amount of usable donor tissue.

Besides the possibility of expanding HCECs in vitro,

several groups have explored the possibility of regenerat-

ing damaged corneas in vivo, showing endothelial layer re-

population after injury. These studies also explored the

challenge of optimal delivery of corneal endothelial cells to

the injured eye, using either in vitro engineered corneal

endothelial sheets [30], or injecting cells directly to the

anterior chamber [31]. Moreover, research efforts are being

directed toward increasing the survival and proliferation of

endothelial cells used for cell therapy: In a recent study,

cultivated rabbit endothelial cells were combined with a

ROCK inhibitor to treat induced corneal edema in rabbits

[105]. None of these studies, however, used HCECs, and as

other mammals’ endothelial cells are known to have

greater regenerative potential in vivo, HCEC-based studies

will be required to solidify the applicability of these results.

Delivering Cells Toward the Target: Artificial Scaffolds

or Direct Cell Delivery

As described above, significant effort is being directed

toward the development of multilayered artificial corneal

scaffolds, consisting of matrices that can be coated with

HCECs, human corneal progenitor cells or differentiated

non-ocular progenitor cells, and/or corneal stromal and

epithelial cells. Such artificial structures would give sup-

port to the uniform growth of the seeded cells and could be

used as a functional artificial graft, bypassing donor tissue

limits and ensuring durable vision restoration. Numerous

substrates have been used and tested in vitro and in animal

models [106–114•]. In vivo use of bioengineered materials

may be limited by changes in graft transparency and

immune infiltration, and the grafting itself would remain a

complicated surgical procedure. This approach still

requires a well-developed and characterized cell culture

and coating protocol and does not replace the need for

endothelial cell or progenitor cell culture. Its main advan-

tages reside in a more controlled delivery of cells to the

eye.

An alternative solution is to simply inject HCECs and

target their localization within the eye. Prior literature

suggests that moving these cells in a magnetic field may

represent an interesting approach. For example, after

Fig. 1 a Cultured in vitro,

HCECs maintain their

characteristic cobblestone-like

morphology in early passages.

b With increased number of

passages, HCECs lose their

characteristic morphology,

undergo EnMT and become

fibroblastic
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incorporating raw iron filings, rabbit corneal endothelial

cells were transplanted into a rabbit model of endothelial

cell dysfunction, and localized successfully to the cornea,

with disappearance of edema [115, 116]. In an ex vivo

transplant model, HCECs were loaded with magnetite

oxide superparamagnetic particles (SPMs) onto human

corneas in the presence of an external magnetic field [117].

HCECs with SPMs migrated toward the magnet in a dose-

dependent manner and integrated with the recipient ex vivo

corneas. Normal intraocular pressure (IOP) values sug-

gested no adverse effects on the surrounding trabecular

meshwork.

Other independent groups have demonstrated similar

efficacy in cell delivery including in rabbit models in vivo

[115, 116]. Our recent data using magnetic nanoparticles in

HCEC cultures compared magnetic and non-magnetic

cells. Viability, identity and function of the magnetic cells

did not differ from the non-magnetic controls. Moreover,

the magnetic HCECs could be moved within a magnetic

field (data under review). The absence of magnetic nano-

particle toxicity on HCECs in vitro matched our published

data on a lack of toxicity when the nanoparticles were

injected into rodent eyes in vivo [118•, 119]. By targeting

injected HCECs to the endothelium with a uniform mag-

netic field, this cell therapy approach may decrease the

potential risks of adverse effects such as trabecular mesh-

work clogging and increased IOP. Of course, more in vivo

studies are necessary to assess such cell delivery approa-

ches for translation to human trials.

Overall, corneal endothelial cell therapy is a technique

that relies on the culture and expansion of corneal endo-

thelial cells derived from a donor cornea, and their delivery

to and integration with the recipient’s damaged corneal

endothelium. If successful, this elegant approach has the

potential to increase access to corneal therapy by treating

multiple patients with one donor cornea and to decrease the

complexity of the intervention. Potential for immune

rejection and cell culture challenges, specifically EnMT,

remains major challenges for this approach, and more work

is still needed to establish solid bases for a robust identi-

fication of functional corneal endothelial cells, to evaluate

the safety and efficacy of the therapy and to perfect

delivery methods.

Conclusion

Corneal endothelial dysfunction is a major cause of

blindness worldwide, and surgical treatment presents

challenges, including limited donor tissue and a require-

ment for highly specialized infrastructure. Thus, there is a

significant clinical need to develop therapies that could

overcome these challenges. Corneal endothelial cell

therapies using HCECs derived from donor corneas present

advantages of well-developed culture techniques that per-

mit expansion of HCECs with a relatively high rate of

success. Other cell sources, such as corneal progenitors or

stem cell populations, may prove advantageous in gener-

ating larger cell numbers although proper differentiation

needs to be assured. Finally, promotion of endogenous

corneal endothelial regeneration by pharmaceutical thera-

pies on one hand, or the optimization of cell delivery by

engineering scaffolds or artificial grafts on the other, may

yet contribute critical steps toward this dynamic evolution

of novel corneal therapies.
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